KINGSIZE ELECTRIC BBQ

Cook for twice the crowd with the huge Kingsize hotplate. Measuring a
whopping 680mm x 590mm, this 6mm thick mono-pressed 304-grade
stainless steel hotplate is the biggest commercial BBQ you will get. It
is easy to clean, easy to install and is fully Australian made.
The most important thing about a BBQ is that it cooks, and with 6KW
elements this BBQ will cook quickly - under 15 minutes from go to
whoa. That's important, because no one wants to stand around for
half an hour waiting for their sausages to slowly cook. With half the
cooktime of other products, the Kingsize BBQ will keep your barbecuers happy and keep them moving - freeing up the BBQ for the next
group to come through. Hot BBQs keep everybody happy!
Features include:
304-grade, 6mm thick Stainless steel hotplate with cooking area of
680mm x 590mm
 Automatic timer will switch off after a set period of time (factory set
to switch off after 13 minutes)
 Green light to indicate BBQ is operating










Available with free push button operation, coin operation or key operation.
Stainless steel doors with lock to hide controls
Fully galvanised steel frame
Impressive, practical and durable
Ready for your brick or stone enclosure or available in a prefabricated cabinet
6KW elements (30Amps power) to provide a strong, consistent heat
and reduced cooking time - under 15 minutes from start to finish.
Thermostat to control temperature setting

Model MBC5: Kingsize Electric BBQ Coin Operated
Model MBC6: Kingsize Electric BBQ Push Button Operation
Options:
KEY: Key operated ignition
SBT or DBT: Single or Double Benchtop to go over brick work
LIDS: Standard Stainless Steel lift-off lid
LIDS-H: Hinged Lid, stainless steel
GR: Grease Trap fat tray and water separator

BBQs-R-US: 660 Whitehorse Rd Mitcham VIC 3132
Ph: (03) 9873-1444
www.commercialbbqsaustralia.com.au

